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No evidence of critical slowing down in two endangered Hawaiian honeycreepers

Population Trends
Methods
A variety of statistical tools are available to determine if and at what value break-points (the
point at which a slope changes in a piecewise regression) or change-points (a step-wise change in mean)
are present in a time series. The differences in break-point tools are numerable and may include the
underlying algorithms, the objectivity of the estimated break-point parameters, the number of breakpoints included in the model, and whether or not the resulting piecewise regression is constrained to be
continuous. Change-point tests can also vary in similar ways. Moreover, statistically significant breakpoint or change-point results may not always be ecologically relevant. In our analyses, we used two
common break-point tools, one that constrains the regression lines to be continuous and one that does
not. This is not the only difference between the packages; one requires a subjective starting point while
the other does not, and there are differences in algorithms. The two packages, described below, were
used to identify break-points in the detrended detection-corrected, state-space abundance data of the
Hawai`i Creeper, Hawai`i `Ākepa and Japanese White-eye. We defined the resulting piecewise slopes
as exhibiting an ecologically important decline or increase, or to exhibit negligible change based on
predetermined threshold values (see below). We also compared the break-point estimates to the
probability of a change-point to determine if the means between break-point segments are different as a
change in slope does not necessarily lead to a change in mean population abundance. However, the
value and importance of a break-point is not dependent on a change-point in the same location as a
change in slope alone may be biologically meaningful.
First, we calculated 95% confidence intervals for break-points and trends using the R package
‘segmented’ (Muggeo 2008), which estimates break-points by iteratively fitting the linear model with a
linear predictor. In this method, the broken-line relationship is constrained to intersect at the break1
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point. In order to estimate a break-point, the algorithm must be provided with at least one initial
subjective input as a starting point (psi) though this is not necessarily the resulting break-point estimate;
thus we input the year 2000 that has been hypothesized to coincide with population changes. In our
second break-point analysis, we used the R package ‘strucchange’ (Zeileis et al. 2002, 2003) which uses
least squares regression via a dynamic grid search algorithm to estimate break-points based on Bai and
Perron (2003a); the fitted lines are not required to join in this model. The model defaults of both R
break-point packages were used.
We used a Bayesian analysis to test for change-points and their associated posterior probability (P) in
each time series that exhibited a break-point with 1,000,000 iterations (and a burn-in of 50,000 iterations) using
the R package ‘bcp’ (Erdman and Emerson 2007, 2008). A segment size of 50% of the time series was used as
it has been argued that higher segment ratios may be more precise as they allow for different variances across
segments and for serial correlation, and are less likely to lead to imprecise estimates and size distortions (Bai
and Perron 2003b). As per Camp et al. (2010), we considered posterior probabilities < 0.1 to be very weak;
weak if 0.1 < P < 0.5; moderately strong if 0.5 < P < 0.7; strong if 0.7 < P < 0.9; and very strong if P > 0.9.
Finally, to determine biological significance of estimated slopes before and after the break-points, we compared
95% confidence intervals of slopes against thresholds defined by a 25% rate of change over 25 years, as used
by Camp et al. (2010, 2016): declining (< −0.0119); negligible (−0.0119 to 0.0093); or increasing (> 0.0093).

Results
Both the ‘segmented’ and ‘strucchange’ packages identified a break-point in the Hawai`i Creeper
time series, although not in the same year: 2002 (95% CI: ± 2.6 years) and 1999 (95% CI:
1998 to 2001), respectively (the difference in confidence interval presentation is due differences in the package
outputs). The assessment of the break-point in both packages based on the posterior probability
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of a change-point, however, was that there was at most weak support for the break (2% for 2002 and
44% for 1999; S2 Table, S2 Fig). Piecewise regression showed similar patterns between the two
packages with a change from an increasing trend until 2002 or 1999 to one that was increasing at a
slower rate after the break-points (S2 Table). When comparing the 95% confidence interval of the
slopes to biologically meaningful values, the trajectory of the first slope was identified as increasing
while the second slope was identified as negligible/increasing (S2 Table). For the Hawai`i `Ākepa
time series, the ‘segmented’ analysis found a break-point in 1996 (95% CI: ± 2.97 years) with very
weak support (9%; S2 Table, S2 Fig). The ‘strucchange’ package failed to identify a break-point.
Based on piecewise regression, the biological assessment of the change in slopes around this breakpoint was a shift from an increasing trajectory to one that bracketed the threshold between negligible
change and declining (S2 Table). Both the ‘segmented’ and ‘strucchange’ packages identified a
break-point in the Japanese White-eye time series, though, similar to the creeper, they were not in the
same year: 1995 (95% CI: ± 1.79 years) and 1999 (95% CI: 1997 to 2000), respectively. Based on the
posterior probability of a change-point, the break-point in 1995 had very weak support while the
break-point in 1999 was strongly supported (2% and 78%, respectively; S2 Table, S2 Fig). Prior to
both break-points, the population trajectory bracketed the threshold between declining and negligible
change and after the break-points the slopes were increasing (S2 Table).
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